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Introduction
ALgorithms EXposed (ALEX) helps gather evidence on algorithm behavior for users of social
media and e-commerce platforms. While the technology of ALEX is mature, it still is highly
complex and abstract, and end users face many barriers to sign on as research participants.
Clarity and appeal in design plays a key role in trying to make ALEX usable and adoptable for
a large enough user group.
This project supports ALEX from a design perspective by:
● [WP4] Developing a data governance model and designing a respective UX/UI pattern
that will allow for informed consent from participants (“data donation”)
● [WP3] Testing this onboarding pattern as well as the software with workshop
participants and volunteer testers
● [WP5] Workshopping sample awareness-raising campaigns, educational modules,
and UI design feedback that will further the outreach of ALEX

Research Design & Methodology
One-day Design Thinking Workshop
In February 2020, Simply Secure planned and facilitated a one-day design thinking workshop
focused on:
● Designing a “data donation” onboarding process
● Designing sample messaging, outreach, and educational campaigns
● Testing the current ALEX system

Recruitment
Our participants were designers interested in developing ethical design patterns that can be
used in a variety of contexts, as well as experts in the fields of digital rights, data sovereignty
and algorithm ethics. Present there were 11 community members based throughout Europe,
3 facilitators from Simply Secure, and 1 representative of ALEX. An ice breaker activity (see
Appendix A) established the backgrounds of participants as: Computer Science; Product, UX,
& Graphic Design; Political Science; Digital & New Media; Sociology; Psychology; and
Technology Studies. Participants indicated their interest in the workshop stemmed from
their passions for privacy, digital rights, data design, artificial intelligence, and algorithm
visibility. Furthermore, participants shared concerns of the intersection of data governance
and elections, polarization, discrimination, and surveillance capitalism. Participants and
findings are anonymized in this report. Their feedback has been synthesized and is not
attributed to specific individuals for privacy reasons.
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Methods
Based on the needs identified by the ALEX team, Simply Secure developed an agenda for a
one-day design thinking workshop, structured to gather diverse input on a variety of related
but distinct aspects of the ALEX tools. The agenda included activities enabling participants
to brainstorm and document needs and challenges for ALEX, prototype and iterate on
specific design challenges, as well as test and collect feedback on the tool itself.

Activities
Simply Secure employed a variety of methods to facilitate deep thinking, conversation, and
collaboration amongst participation.

“My Data” Self-Assessment & Dialogue
As a warm-up and icebreaker, participants completed a worksheet (see Appendix B)
prompting them to consider their relationship with data. Our focus was to explore potential
research questions that could be supported by ALEX. Participants approached the topic
from various angles and through a variety of styles (drawing, writing, discussing) for
maximum engagement. The individual self-assessment led to a partner discussion on
questions regarding data permissions, trust in institutions, and social impact of data sharing.
To complete the activity, the group developed common themes and solidified the synthesis.
After completing the introduction activity, participants rotated through three stations
dedicated to finding solutions for each of the ALEX problem statements.

Data Governance Models Ideation1
In order to understand best practices for collecting user data, participants were asked to
collaborate in designing a workflow of data donation. Participants reviewed some data
collection workflows on their devices to familiarize themselves with the process. Individually
and in groups, participants created mockups of data donation UX workflows for mobile and
desktop devices. The group reviewed and analyzed the mockups to agree on a refined
recommendation.

Testing of the Current ALEX System
Through hands-on testing, participants worked in tandem to uncover issues of the current
ALEX system. Within the pair (or group of three), one participant served as a “tester” of the
system. The remaining participant(s) guided the tester through a series of predetermined
tasks, noting critical incidents, errors, remarks, and questions. Testers were asked to use the
“think-aloud” method while testing the system, in order to convey their thoughts and
emotions of uncertainty, confusion, and satisfaction. In order to test the data presentation of
the ALEX tool, relevant data was simulated on a “test” account. To aid in the comparison of
observations, a testing guide (see Appendix C) was standardized. However, participants
1

https://methods.18f.gov/make/wireframing/
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were encouraged to allow for impromptu deviations as they saw fit, as long as they used
open-ended and non-leading questions. Topics covered in the test included:
● Discovery
● Onboarding
● Usability of interface
● Understanding of summary, charts, and statistics
● Downloading CSV data
● Conclusion questions

Outreach and Awareness Efforts
Simply Secure facilitated two activities to yield a wide array of outputs.

Design Thinking Sprint2
Participants were tasked with the design challenge: “Design a learning model for algorithmic
personalization”. To understand the diverse needs and range of technical proficiency of
potential users, participants utilized a Persona3 template (see Appendix D) to develop a
persona inspired by someone they know. In pairs, participants explored the design challenge
by assuming roles of their identified personas. Guided by the Design Thinking Sprint
template (see Appendix E), participants interviewed each other, identifying needs,
composing new problem statements aligned with the design challenge, generating ideas to
address these problems, and iterating via feedback. The tailored solutions revealed
important values of a learning model for algorithmic personalization, such as the content
and format.

Future Headlines4
The activity began with a group discussion of the possible failures of algorithmic
personalization. With these examples in mind, we asked participants to consider: “What
would be an ideal future campaign for ALEX?” Participants ideated while walking to
stimulate creative thinking and set a physical destination for their creative goal. For example,
by the time participants reached the end of the corridor, they strived to write one idea on a
post-it note for each step. We hoped to encourage rapid ideation without hesitation.
Together, we organized the post-it notes in an affinity diagram according to emerging
themes. In our final discussion, we identified the issues that ALEX should address, expose,
and explain in the future.

2

Based on Stanford d.school Virtual Crash Course & the Design Thinking Process
https://simplysecure.org/ux-starter-pack/
4
https://servicedesigntools.org/tools/tomorrows-narratives
3
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Outcomes
Foundation
The “My Data” exercise revealed participants’ relationships and attitudes toward data.

Self-Assessment Worksheet

We asked participants to make a drawing of their relationship with data. Although drawings
are open for interpretation, we connected themes of confusion, anxiety, stress, but also love
(there were some data scientists in the room of course).

ALEX aims to expose algorithms on various platforms (Amazon, Facebook, Youtube,
Pornhub). To understand the differences in data sensitivity between the platforms, we asked
participants, “How sensitive is this data?” In the form of a speedometer, participants rated
their responses on a scale of low, medium, or high. The aggregated results revealed that the
most sensitive data is housed on Facebook and Pornhub, averaging a categorized risk of
“medium-high”. While Amazon and Youtube data had a sensitivity of “medium” from our
participants.
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As a result of this consideration, participants discussed the types of harm that could arise
from breaches on those platforms. Noted were concerns related to career, finances,
reputation, and more.
Who would people donate their data to? By gauging the willingness to share data, we could
understand the openness to a “data donation” and how much awareness needs to be
implemented in the ALEX tool. Accordingly, we sought to understand the participants’
comfort levels when considering sharing their data with a third party, such as: the
government, a company, their family, or a research institution.
Overall, there was little consensus amongst participants. Trust levels varied - even on an
individual-basis it was situational. The most frequent response was, “It depends.”
Participants wondered:
“Are the companies ethical?”
(Participants were wary of personalized marketing campaigns.)
“Is the government providing me with services?”
(Data could help improve services and maintain rights.)
“What is my relationship with my family?”
(Family members know each other, but perhaps not the most intimate details.)
The majority of participants (57%) responded “Yes” when asked if they were comfortable
sharing their data with research institutions. The remaining (43%) indicated “Maybe”. None
(0%) of the participants responded “No”. Therefore it is plausible that users are willing to
donate data to a transparent and honest research institution.

Discussion Themes
Control & Transparency
Participants’ comfort with sharing data depended not just on the goal, but also on the
approach, i.e. how clear and direct the communication around data sharing is. Participants
were more willing to share their data given customizable control and consent. Transparency
is key. Some participants were understanding of data collection if they were made aware of
which data was collected, where it went, and why it was collected.
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Context
The propensity to share personal data is linked to subjective perception of safety; those who
belong to marginalized groups are especially sensitive to their data. Data sensitivity is
culturally contextual. When considering trust in government, participants considered not just
their governments, but also repressive regimes that might use collected data for
persecution. Participants were particularly vocal about data permanence: once data is
collected (from a trusted government), that data will still remain if the institution becomes
repressive in the future.

Community
In regards to sharing, participants voiced concern for their family and community: “My data
impacts those around me.” Sharing could put friends and family in danger, depending on the
type of data. Data on social networks can be easily linked to one’s social network. The risk is
extended past the individual.

The Future
In the future, participants hope for algorithms to be more exposed and data collection to be
more customizable. Exposed algorithms could mean both a) a better understanding of what
an algorithm does, including where its hidden assumptions are, and b) what (positive or
negative) impact it has on different groups of people.

Actionables
Moving forward, ALEX must consider these findings when raising awareness and requesting
data donations. Yet, there is no magic formula. The idea of “data” evokes a negative
connotation with users, and they are accordingly sensitive to sharing data in the era of data
breaches, manipulation and exploitation. However, we have a reasonable assumption that
users will donate their data for science. To overcome the obstacles, we recommend that
ALEX demonstrate complete transparency with thorough explanations and resources. It
must be made evident for what purpose data is collected, who exactly will have access to it,
and what precisely will be collected, and for how long. To adhere to ethics, settings should
allow for complete user control. The creators of tools like ALEX must understand that for
some, the risks are still too high for themselves and those they care about. Donors have the
privilege to contribute when others do not. Because sharing is linked to personal risks, ALEX
must not shame any user who is unable or unwilling to donate. Finally, ALEX could be the
answer to many users’ desire to understand and act on the influence of hidden algorithms in
their lives.

Data Governance Models
In an effort to introduce the concept of data governance models, participants developed
wireframes (see Appendix F) based on brainstormed constraints of “data donation”. Several
themes emerged from the consideration of potential constraints:
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Consistency
Standardization is vital in establishing user confidence in the system. Most users are unable
to evaluate the trustworthiness of a system’s code, so they rely on other means, namely the
design. Trust stemming from the visual identity translates to trust in the technology and
organization. This is especially key for ALEX, as it asks its users to donate their sensitive
data. Only with complete trust in the technology will users oblige. Building a reliable and
solid organizational identity gives users faith in the system and their perception of safety.
Iconography, graphics, color scheme, voice, and patterns all need to be carefully considered
and documented for regular reference. Therefore, a design system for the entire brand is
recommended. Design is a communication tool that helps the user understand the priorities
of the organization. The patterns should align with ALEX’s values and convey ALEX’s
commitment to security and privacy. Not only must the ALEX design standards align
internally, ALEX must adhere to existing browser extension interface standards. These
conventions offer familiarity with a new system, providing comfort to the user. In short,
familiarity fosters trust. With steady leadership and secure technology, ALEX can
demonstrate its trustworthiness by solidifying a strong visual identity, giving the user the
confidence to become a donor of data.

Transparency
The system needs to be transparent from the moment of first encounter. Therefore, the
system incorporates transparency at every step. A system like ALEX needs to always give
the option for more information and deeper explanations. Overall, participants desired to
know why the data was collected and how it will be handled. This requires clear
communication on the website and within the extension toolbar. Moreover, explaining to
users what will be accomplished with the data encourages them to participate. Participants
want to know who is performing the research. The ALEX project must be fully transparent
about its supporters and leadership. The support of the University of Amsterdam, a
well-regarded and trusted institution, lends credibility to the project and should be
highlighted. A proposal of a central registry for data with lists of who has access would put
users at ease.

Consent
Users need to give positive, enthusiastic consent. Explicit consent means clear, simple
questions with an array of choices. Users should be able to save a copy of their consent to
refer to it later. Users should be given the opportunity to revoke their consent at any time,
easily and quickly. ALEX can employ pop-up reminders to ensure users are still aware of
their consent to data donation. Likewise, on individual posts, ALEX can give an option for
users to see the data that they consented to sharing. In all, prompts need to be friendly and
sympathetic, without shaming the user.

Customization
Providing a robust set of customization features is necessary to respect the privacy of the
user. For example, users should be given the choice of the type of data that ALEX collects.
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Only allowing for all-or-nothing consent will force some users to opt out. Straightforward,
simple language helps users understand the types of data they could donate. These ideas
were visualized a slider that ranges from private to public data, or a checklist of specific
examples of the type of data. Users may want to choose varying settings for different
devices. Consent can be limited to a specified data range or set to expire automatically at
any time in the future. At that time, ALEX can ask users if they still want to participate.

Interaction
User interaction with the tool can be an excellent motivator and serve as a means of
education. When users volunteer as donors, ALEX can offer them something in return,
whether it be privileges, stickers, or other forms of credit. Users may have a desire to have
more involvement in the project, therefore ALEX can take inspiration from crowdfunding
platforms. Instead of raising money, ALEX raises gigabytes of data. This idea contributes to
organizational and goal transparency. When people are part of the campaign they are more
engaged and more in control.

Testing of the Current ALEX System
All testing insights are available to view in the appendix (see Appendix G).

Findings
Discovery
How do people find ALEX? With differing names (e.g. ALEX, fbTREX, yTREX), participants
struggled to find and install ALEX extensions.

Onboarding
When asked to describe ALEX, some users said that it is an organization that makes
extensions, while others were unsure how to describe it. Users wanted to know why they
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should contribute to ALEX. Users repeatedly questioned which data exactly was being
collected by ALEX, even after using the extension for one hour or more.

Usability Issues
Call-to-action buttons or CTAs (buttons that invite the user to take action) are hidden in drop
down menus or at the bottom of the pages, causing uncertainty and frustration for the user.
Some elements that seem to be active buttons are inactive.

Users were unable to find the extension link
located under “Analyzed Platforms”.5

Users didn’t know that “Youtube Tracking
Exposed” is a button.7

The “i” (information) icon is not active.9

This CTA is not an active link.6

The right arrow seems to be active,
however, it’s inactive.8

There is an overlapping of text
and images.10

https://tracking.exposed/
https://facebook.tracking.exposed/reality-check/
7
Ytrex extension
8
Fbtrex extension: “Reality Check”
9
Fbtrex extension: “Reality Check”
10
Fbtrex extension
5
6
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Data Presentation
The data charts were overly complex for average users. Many users did not understand the
benefits of a CSV file. Without prompting, they said they would not have downloaded their
data. They preferred to see their data within the extension.

Terminology & Language
Some terminology is unclear to users: Reality Check, Informational Header. Inconsistent
language confuses the user: organic, without ads, sponsored. Users did not understand the
meaning of the pseudonyms. Users felt that some language was condescending and harsh
(“you should be a concerned Facebook user or researcher”, “lab rat”, “Zuck & Co. at 1 Hacker
Way”11). ALEX shows its bias against Facebook, yet all ALEX users are also users of
Facebook. How can ALEX empower people to understand Facebook’s algorithms without
shaming them for using Facebook?

Opportunities
Provide frequent explanations about the data that ALEX collects (Essential)
Examples, graphics, and reminders will help the novice and expert user feel confident using
the extension.

Increase transparency and education in the onboarding process (Essential)
Education of the issues and platform should start at the very beginning of the user’s journey.
A tutorial would help some users to get the knowledge they need to understand the concerns
of algorithms and what ALEX does. Empty states are an opportunity to show the potential of
the tool. Therefore, ALEX should maximize its empty states, especially in the “Reality Check”
with either clear examples of what it will look like with continued use, or explanations of the
types of information that will be populated. This is an opportunity to demonstrate the value
of ALEX before the first use.

Use neutral and clear terminology and language to guide the user (Essential)
ALEX should employ neutral and friendly language. This helps the user feel comfortable and
not shamed for their internet behavior. Terms need to become standardized so that the user
can related items. We recommend further testing to find suitable terminology. There should
be frequent explanations of the meanings of terminology, processes, and labels.

Unify the brand of ALEX (Important)
A strong brand and presence will reinforce trust in the tool. Furthermore, users will find it
easier to search for the tool and recommend it to friends.

11

https://facebook.tracking.exposed/reality-check/
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Analyze and interpret for the user (Important)
Users had expectations that ALEX could show them personal insight into their online
behavior. Once ALEX provides analysis and interpretation, users see the value in a data
donation and can learn the risks of algorithms. ALEX can provide data sets for weekly and
monthly usage to give users the bigger picture of their data. While viewing individual data
points is interesting, with aggregation of data will help users understand how the algorithm
works. With these tools, the user will have more insight into understanding manipulation and
targeting on the social media platforms.

Separate features for expert and novice users (Future)
Novice users were confused by and fearful of features for researchers and data scientists.
Therefore, it is best to offer advanced features only to users that will benefit from it and feel
comfortable with experimental features. ALEX can accomplish this during the onboarding by
asking new users their motivation for installing the extension and what they hope to use the
extension. For the novice user, ALEX can provide extra explanations, simple visualizations,
and the reasons why this work is so important. Education can be the priority. Expert users
may not need to be convinced of the importance of understanding algorithms. More
interviews and testing should take place in order to understand the needs of researchers and
data scientists.

Perform an accessibility review (Future)
ALEX has the obligation to conform to W3 accessibility standards12 in order to ensure the
accessibility of its system to people with varying abilities.

Improve the visual presentation of information (Future)
Participant 2 expressed a desire for the Reality Check to be a playful experience, with
interactive charts and graphs for the user to dive into their algorithmic persona.

Check spelling and grammar (Future)
The extension, website, and dashboard were tested in English, and therefore revealed some
English errors. English editing is recommended.

Outreach and awareness efforts
Design Thinking Sprint Personas
To understand different target audiences and tailoring outreach to them, we sought to
understand potential users through developing personas. We aimed to give the ALEX team
an idea of what learning model can look like (for various groups of users). The purpose of
the Design Thinking Sprint is to help identify where and how ALEX could be an educational
tool for a wider audience. The personas included: a senior Facebook user, a retiree, a data
science PhD, and a biologist.
12

https://www.w3.org/WAI/standards-guidelines/
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Regina
83-year-old Facebook user
Regina is willing to donate her data if she has clear information and incentives. She wonders,
“Why is this a problem in the first place?” For this type of user, ALEX should explain the
benefits to the user and provide more insights. Moreover, ALEX can add a “share” button so
that Regina can spread the word.

Robin
27-year-old PhD student in statistics
Robin wants to dig into the data. He wants to play with the data and find the results he
seeks. He wants more than just simple visualizations. ALEX can allow people to create their
own data.

Jen
31-year-old biologist
Jen might feel overwhelmed with the tools for researchers, even though she is a researcher
herself. ALEX should consider the target users for their extensions.

Armando
73-year-old retiree
Armando has a keen interest to learn more about day-to-day technologies because he wants
to connect with his grandson who works in tech. Yet, Armando’s mental models sometimes
don’t align with the platforms he uses. Therefore, participants decided that ALEX could be
more accessible by adapting the format. They decided to replicate personal data within
ALEX in the representation of traditional, familiar media, like a newspaper. This format is
easier to understand for Armando.

Future Headlines
The Future Headlines resulted in direct outputs to be connected with future ALEX
campaigns.

Extremism: ALEX tracks and exposes extremist content
ALEX can work quantify extremist posts and bring that data into light. Understanding the
policies of these platforms, how to identify the post, and when it’s been removed can help
users be more vigilant.

Polarization & Diversity: ALEX sheds light on polarization by social media
ALEX can answer the question: Does polarization exist and to what extent? Sophisticated
algorithms can lead to exploitation, allowing for discrimination and polarization to gain
traction. Working with this in mind, ALEX can start to consider how to build better
algorithms.
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Transparency: ALEX looks behind the screen
A feature of ALEX would allow the user to see what’s behind their newsfeed and understand
its workings. Participants imagined if they could physically peel open their newsfeeds to see
what’s behind it.

Control: Who knows you better? Facebook or your roommate?
ALEX could give insights to the ads and recommendations to help the user understand what
Facebook or Youtube know about them. Users would like to see what ALEX has learned
about the algorithm and the reasoning behind specific posts. There could be more
interaction in the ALEX badges on posts.

Conclusion
ALEX is an important tool in today’s data-driven world. Participants were hopeful for the
future understanding of the algorithms that control and influence our lives. We learned that
participants’ awareness of their data is unclear. Yet, they may be willing to donate to a
worthy organization if the motivations are just. Repeating themes of the day were
transparency and control. With design improvements, ALEX can open the tool to many types
of users. Once ALEX defines it’s target, it can work to improve consistency in its design and
message. Users are looking for a tool that gives back. This could be in the form of
interaction, education, resources, and personalized analysis. Overall, participants just want
to understand what their data is and where it’s going.

Appendix
A. Template: Ice Breaker
B. Template: My Data Worksheet
C. Template: Testing Guide
D. Template: Simply Secure Persona Worksheet
E. Template: Design Thinking Sprint
F. Asset: Data Governance Models
G. Asset: Usability Testing Insights
H. Asset: Personas & Design Thinking Sprint
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Appendix A
Template: Ice Breaker

My skills and
experiences

Hello, I’m

I’m excited
about...

My big
questions

!

INTRODUCE YOURSELF!

Appendix B
Template: My Data Worksheet

Appendix C
Template: Testing Guide

Testing Guide

Interviewer Notes
INTRODUCTION

What do you know about ALEX?

Have you used it before?
When was the last time you used it?
What happened?

ONBOARDING
You are going to add the ALEX extension to
your browser.
● How would you do that?
● Walk me through the process.

Before you install it, what information have
you seen about ALEX?
● What’s your opinion of the
information?
● What are you wondering?
● What are you looking for?
● What information has helped you?

Please summarize in your own words what
ALEX does.

Please install ALEX.
Go to Facebook/Youtube.
● Which information does ALEX have
access to? How do you know that?
● What will happen with your
information?

USABILITY
Let’s talk about the extension. You are
going to click on the ALEX icon in your
browser’s toolbar.
● What do you expect to see?

Click on the extension icon.
● What do you see?
● What do you think [that] does?
● What can you do?
● What is unclear?

What does “Reality Check” mean?
● What do you expect to see?

Click on “Reality Check”.
● What do you see?
● What do you want to do next?
● What can you do?
● What do you think [that] does?
● What is unclear?

DOWNLOAD
You are going to export your data that
ALEX has collected.
● How would you do that?
● What do you think would happen
next?
● What do you expect to see?

Download the data.
● Tell me what you see?
● What are you wondering?
● What is surprising?

LEARNINGS
If you could change something about ALEX,
what would you change?

What information was most valuable to
you?

CONCLUSION
How was that experience overall?

Anything confusing?

Anything difficult?

Anything missing?

How was that compared to your
expectations?

What would you change?

Appendix D
Template: Simply Secure Persona Worksheet

Occupation

Location

Age

Name

Demographics

What they want the product to do

Why they use (or don’t use) the product

Work goals

Life goals

Goals

Current relationship to product

Hobbies & Family

Communities

Technology

Behavior

Appendix E
Template: Design Thinking Sprint

Appendix F
Asset: Data Governance Models

Appendix G
Asset: Usability Testing Insights

Testing of the Current ALEX System
Interview Protocol

fbTREX Testing: Participant 1 (P1)
Critical Incident
P1 found fbTREX via the ALEX website.
P1 noticed there is no content in “Reality Check”.
P1 did not understand the meaning of “Features for Researchers”.
P1 did not understand the meaning of “Informational header”.
P1 did not understand the meaning of “Reality Check”.
P1 was unable to predict what content would be present in “Reality Check”.
P1 did not understand what the personalized pseudonym was.
P1 did not understand the meaning of “Organic”.
P1 asked, “Does the extension collect content?”
There was overlapping text on some pages.
The numbers next to the topics didn’t convey their meaning to P1.
P1 said that download was easy to find and understand.
P1 said, “Not every user will know what CSV means”.
P1 said that the data was easier to identify when seeing it on the CSV.
P1 asked, “What data is being collected?” P1 was still unsure.
P1 said that the tool is missing proper onboarding and tutorial.
P1 wanted to see more graphics to understand the process of the extension.
P1 wanted more documentation within the settings.

fbTREX Testing: Participant 2 (P2)
Critical Incident
P2 said the ALEX homepage was confusing.
P2 didn’t expect to find the link to fbTREX under “analyzed platforms”.
P2 felt that the terminology was too strong and condescending. For example: lab rat, zuck
& co. P2 didn’t want to be told what to do and ALEX assumes the users are incapable.
GDPR statement: P2 understands what ALEX won’t do, but want ALEX will do.
P2 said the name of “fbTREX” was confusing.
P2 did not understand the meaning of “Reality Check”.
P2 said they didn’t need to see an indicator on the private Facebook posts that ALEX
doesn’t track. P2 just wanted to see notices on the posts that ALEX does track.
P2 liked that the “Reality Check” design is similar to Facebook branding.
P2 did not understand what the personalized pseudonym was.
After reading the description under “Experimental features for researchers”, P2 felt unsafe.
P2 wanted to know what happens to their data when they delete the browser extension.
P2 noticed different terminology of “sponsored” and “ads”.
P2 understood that the number was the location order on the Facebook newsfeed.
“Reality Check”: P2 clicked the forward arrow. The forward arrow button was not active.
P2 said, “Viewing data one day at a time is a pain in the ass.”
P2 refreshed the page and was returned to the main menu. P2 started over again to view
daily data.
P2 said, “I was expecting a visualization of my data.”
Sessions were displayed for one period of time, beginning with the first logon and ending
with the final sign-off (11:38am-6:42pm). However, P2 wasn’t using Facebook for 7
straight hours.
P2 asked, “How are keywords and topics populated?”
P2 asked, “Why are there links to the Facebook ads that I see and the profiles of my
friends?”
P2 wanted their topics consolidated to see an aggregation of their newsfeed.

yTREX Testing: Participant 3 (P3)
Critical Incident
P3 performed a search in the Chrome extension store for “ALEX”. There were no results.
P3 noticed that the yTREX logo does not resemble the Youtube logo.
P3 wanted to be able to see the data collection status as active or inactive.
From the extension toolbar, P3 was unsure where to see their data.
P3 did not understand the meaning of “organic” and “inorganic”.
P3 wanted to know how recommended videos are related to what they watched.
P3 said that the download feature was not prominent.
P3 said that the tag option was not self-explanatory.
P3 wanted to see a “share” and “donate” button on the analysis page.
P3 said that they hoped the visual representation would be prettier.
P3 wanted to have a tab with their raw data.

yTREX Testing: Participant 4 (P4)
Critical Incident
P4 searched Firefox extensions for “Youtube”. There were no results for “yTREX”.
P4 said that the ALEX website does not provide clear information about what it actually
does. P4 gave up trying to understand the system.
When examining the data charts, P4 said that there was not enough explanation of the
data. P4 thought there was too much data. P4 wanted to see an explanation of the colors
or symbols.
P4 expected to see information on the panel instead of going to an external site.
P4 said they wanted more information after they installed the extension.
P4 did not realize that “Youtube Tracking Exposed” was a button.
P4 did not understand why the overview was relevant.
P4 expected to find the “Download” button at the top of the page.
P4 wondered why they should download the data. P4 said that CSV is not friendly.
P4 did not understand their CSV data once downloaded.
P4 expressed frustration and wanted more guidance.
P4 did not understand what data was being collected.
P4 had expectations of getting insights into their online behavior and ALEX providing the
analysis and interpretation.

Appendix H
Asset: Personas & Design Thinking Sprint

